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Dark Energy Survey Goals
• Observational evidence indicate
expansion of the universe has entered
an accelerating phase.
• Probe origin of accelerating universe
by measuring 14 billlion year history of
cosmic expansion with high precision
• Understanding nature of dark energy
will help understand cosmos expansion
on timescale.
• Different possibilities…..

Dark Energy makes up the
bulk of the universe…
Images from LSST - http://www.lsst.org/lsst/public/dark_energy

Traditional Observational Astronomy
When most people think of
astronomy, they picture the
lone astronomer peering into
a long, tubular telescope,
staring at a single star or
galaxy while smoking a pipe.
While that type of
astronomical research is still
done without the pipe, the
Dark Energy Survey uses a
very different method
Edwin Hubble

Modern Astronomy: Dark Energy Survey (DES)

4 m Blanco Telescope at Cerro Tololo in Chile

Single DECam exposure
(570Mpix) consists of 62
individual CCD images

DECam vs DESDM

Dark Energy Survey (DES): Introduction
• More than 120 scientists from 23 institutions in the USA,
Brazil, Spain, Germany and the United Kingdom working on
the project
• Building extremely sensitive 570 MegaPixel camera (DECam)
mounted on telescope

• Observations will continue for 525 nights from 2011 to 2016,
covering total 5000 sq deg of sky in 5 different spectral bands
• Over next six years time, DES will
• Perform over 10 Million CPU-hours of image processing
• Serve over 200 Terabytes of raw data & 4 Petabytes of image products
• Serve 14 billion cataloged celestial objects with detailed metadata

DES Data Management (DESDM) comparison
with past surveys
• Though SDSS covered a slightly larger area of the
sky, the total data volume (size of catalogs, raw data
and processed images) is orders of magnitude less
than that of DESDM due to factors…..
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• DES camera resolution is 5 times higher than
that of SDSS.

No. of CCDs

8

22

62
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64
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• DESDM will be storing intermediate data
products, making them available to science
communities in real time during survey period
to support validation of science codes,

Raw data per
night

35GB

200 GB

300GB

Catalogs Size

7.5TB

18TB

200TB

Total data
volume

300TB

60TB

4PB

• DESDM will support multiple episodes of
reprocessing during the survey which result in
the largest expansion factor relative to SDSS.

• Note that the DES catalog size is also significantly
larger than in SDSS, due to increases in the number
of stars and galaxies included as well as significant
increase in the number of parameters computed to
characterize each sky object

DES Data Management as a Science Gateway

DES Admins & Operators

Collaborators & public
users

DES Data Management components
1. The astronomy codes (science algorithms) required to
process the data
2. A processing framework with pipelines and a built in
event service framework for monitoring
3. A distributed archive to store raw, processed and
calibration data; to support automated data processing
and calibration within a high performance computing
environment
4. An operational catalog database at NCSA to support
calibration, provenance, data ingestion and analysis
queries
5. Mirror databases at NCSA and Fermilab providing
redundancy and additional analysis capacity

DES Data Management components
A user’s MyDB type database capability that speeds analyses by
allowing storage of catalog query results for further analysis in
separate personal databases
7. A Quality Assurance framework integrated within processing
pipelines,
8. Web portals for operation, control, monitoring, user data access, and
scientific analyses,
9. Support for multiple Teragrid and other high performance
computing resources.
- NCSA will be the primary DES Archive and processing center, but the
DESDM system has been designed to enable automated distribution
of raw and processed image and catalog data products throughout the
international DES Collaboration (secondary and tertiary sites).
- Currently in data challenges type developmental mode...Operations will
start at the end of 2011.
6.

DES Data Management Gateway Model
• Due to the large-scale processing demands of DES,
DESDM was designed to use shared resources e.g.
Teragrid.
• This demand is on behalf of a community rather
than a single user, DESDM also fits the
community Science Gateway Model
• However, DESDM model and architecture is very
different than other science gateways.
• DESDM does not manage launching of jobs by community
members
• TG processing is done by a DESDM operator on behalf of
users, not dynamically done in response to user queries

DESDM an atypical science Gateway
• Goal is probing cosmic expansion using experiments
• (1) Galaxy cluster surveys, (2) Cosmic Shear, (3) Clustering of galaxies
and (4) Type la supernovae measurements.
• The initial processing required is same for all of these experiments. Every
image received from camera has to go through basic ‘Nightly Processing’
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Nightly Processing

• Produced files and catalogs needed as
input to above experiment specific
algorithms being developed by DES
collaborators at different geographical
locations
• Improved algorithms are integrated back
into common pipeplines and results made
accessible to all DES Members
• This Iterative cycle will continue until the
algorithms pass the collaboration’s
acceptance criteria

Complexity: Nightly Processing Workflow
Crosstalk

CreateCor

ImCorrect

Make Bkgd

Masking

AstroRefine

Remap

PSFModel

WeakLensing

Processing Framework Middleware
• Workflow
• Condor DAGman

• Job submission
• Condor-G to pre-WS GRAM for TeraGrid resources
• Condor (vanilla jobs) for local machines

• File transfer
• GridFTP using clients uberftp and globus-url-copy

• Runtime Monitoring
• Elf/Ogrescript

• Database
• Oracle

Operator’s Role: DESDM an atypical science
Gateway
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raw image data (~300 GB/night) received from Camera will be archived at the primary archive site
NCSA
A DES operator using portal triggers processing jobs on Teragrid with raw data as input locally.
Jobs consist of a complex workflow involving over 70 science code modules.
After job submission, the Processing Framework Middleware, performs parallel execution of jobs on
the specified target cluster.
Processing Pipelines include both the basic ‘Nightly Processing’, along with advanced science
experiments. Periodic (~yearly) reprocessing as algorithms are enhanced is also planned.
During processing, the Quality Assurance (QA) Framework and the Event Monitoring Service built
into pipelines send QA plots, QA events and job status events back to the operator through portal to
ensure that the data being produced is acceptable.
It is the operator’s decision to interrupt the job based on QA or status feedback, tweak the
configuration of relevant science coded, and finally restart the job if necessary.
After job completion, processed image files, their metadata and extracted object catalogs are stored
as flat files on the Teragrid cluster (in FITS format).
The final step involves loading of catalogs and image metadata from flat files into the database using
ingestion utilities to make it available to community through portals. This step is a form of an
Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL) process, but the scale of data and typical limitations
on File I/O and disk seek times demands significant optimization in this step

Since control, monitoring of jobs and data loading requires significant expertise and must be done in a
well-defined, repeatable manner; Teragrid processing is done by DESDM operators on behalf of
community users, not dynamically done in response to direct user’s queries.

User Groups: DESDM an atypical science
Gateway
The requirements of different groups of users, combined with the overall scope of
data; drive the design of the DESDM system…..
1.
System developers: who need to run, monitor and debug the system during
its development
2.
Operators: who run the system on a routine basis and efficiently deal with
configuration, operation, and routine maintenance and user support
3.
DES Science Code Developers: who need quick access to large data subsets
and debugging and provenance information to assess the quality of current
algorithms and develop improved versions
4.
Secondary and tertiary archive site operators: who will provide duplicate
data storage and potentially serve as caches supporting faster data access for
local users
5.
DES Experimentalists: who need access to new, and newly reprocessed data
(for the supernova experiment, this implies data access within days (<4))
6.
Members of other surveys and the public: who will have access to DES data
after its embargo periods and who may also have some of their own data in
DESDM.
Facing several issues managing and creating access controls for these groups...

DES Database Systems
Analysis Database
In UIUC (Data Releases only)
Export and Import

MyDB Database
In UIUC

Exp and Imp

Other Tertiary Databases
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Export and Import
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Data ingestion
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Database Statistics (10/26/2010)
The primary database is running on a server with 2 quad
core CPUs, 32GB RAM, and 42TB of raw storage

83 tables

251 indices

17 materialized views

69 stored procedures
and functions

2 ordinary views

12 TB
database data

32 user defined data types

DESDM: Portals Infrastructure
DESDM has four different types of portals to support the
needs of the different user groups..
(1) End user services: Form-based and free-form SQL querybased portals to support science code developers,
experimentalists, and the public,
(2) GridFTP based file transfer portal for operators and
secondary/tertiary site administrators to get the bulk of
images and catalogs from the primary site (NCSA).
(3) Operator portals for job control and monitoring QA info
and events.
(4) An administrative portal for managing users, access
control, monitoring and control of system-wide queries
and throttling user queries submitted through different
portals.

DESDM: Portals Infrastructure

• All portals accessible from main domain http://cosmology.illinois.edu/
• All portals use same the ‘Dark Energy’ theme and layout and have
consistent URLs.
• The DESDM Portal infrastructure follows design principles of service
oriented architecture (SOA).

End user Portals
• Archive Portal
• Retrieve objects/images via range of
form filters asynchronously

• DESCAP
• Sql based advanced access and
“MyDB” support

• Solve issues with form based
interface
• SchemaBrowser
• Graphical interface to browse
database schema and understand
parameter definitions
• Rest Services

• Powerful programmatic access to
data-products

Portals for internals
• gridFTP Portal
• ~30 distributed file-systems in three geographical continents
• Allow admins bulk transfer between different sites

• Operator Portal
• Provides access to well-defined operational procedures, standardized
events and QA info for monitoring and job control.
• Provides defined restart and debugs procedures for failed jobs.

• Admin Portal and User access
• Allow DES admin to manage users and control their accesses
• Any DES portal requires NVO account.
• The NVO project provides Single Sign On (https://sso.us-vo.org/)
services to the DESDM and other astronomy projects in USA

DES Data Challenge Challenges:
• Processing:
• Efficiently managing small jobs in a big batch world
• Triggering system config issues on TeraGrid (TG)
resources
• Slow file system access times

• Database
• Maintaining efficient loading/queries with large data and
parallel jobs

• Exacerbated by:
• Running development, challenge „ops‟, and user analysis of
test data in parallel on pre-ops hardware

Files scale Issues
• Numbers:
• In the nitely processing alone, numbers of files range from 175k to
790k per nite depending upon whether needed to rerun parts and also
for science reason.

• Space:
• Uncompressed these files take ~ 5TB per nite.
• Compression reduces this to ~1TB per nite.
• Needed filesystem space eliminates some TeraGrid (TG) machines.

• DESDM’s heavy filesystem usage, esp. mass reprocessing:
• Eliminates some TG machines with slower filesystems
• Caused problems on Abe. Admins had to tweak OS settings to solve
this problem.
• Noticing significant file lookup/open times

Nightly Processing File Statistics
Input

Output

# Jobs

# Nodes

Crosstalk

350

21700

70

18

CreateCor

3720

372

62

11

ImCorrect

18352

17980

310

52

AstroRefine

17980

17980 (m)+290

290

290

Masking

17980

17980

449

75

Background image

17980

17980

89

15

Remap

17620

Varies ~32.5k

89

89

PSFmodel

17980

17890 (m) + 17890

899

150

WeakLensing

17980

Varies ~70k

224

224

Compression

Varies ~50k

Varies ~50k (m)

172

29

17980

0

4

(local) 4

0

0

1

(local) 1

Varies ~70k

0

4

(local) 4

Catalog Ingestion
Merge
WL ingest

File counts only include images (.fits), not lists, logs, etc. (m)=modified

Database Issues
• Increasing parallelism of processing stresses
databases:
• Using block updates vs. individual transactions
• Analyzing different strategies for optimization:
•
•
•
•
•
•

memory usage,
disk io,
indexing strategies,
narrow versus wide tables,
Separation of processing from user queries
Backup strategies

• With current HW, even collecting debug info
causes problematic slow-downs…

Portal Challenges
• ‘The Usual’
• Portal blamed for system‟s overall performance
• Exploring use of secondary sites to support more queries

• Ease of use issues
• Examples, FAQ, Documentation, support email list …

• Shifting Paradigm issues:
• Data is too large for bulk download for processing, too
slow for full scan queries

•
•
•
•

Users need to do more filtering, better queries
Schema changes requires portal level code changes
Simultaneous processing impacts analysis queries
Increasing number of users...currently over 110.

DES: moving towards Operations in 2011
• Data challenge 5 concluding soon on simulated
data
• Processing of data from other telescopes to test
algorithms

• Two more challenges to build towards full speed,
full size, full fidelity before operations
• System integration, Commissioning, Ops HW
install, Reviews, HW and staffing Ops proposals,
and continuing development and optimization…

Conclusions
•

•
•
•

•

•

With roughly 14 months remaining before operations, it has already become one of the
top Teragrid Science Gateways in terms of jobs and CPU cycles used and scale of data
served to significant high number of users
Processing at the scale of over 10 million CPU-hours in six years, with continuously
running jobs and trained operators, and with significant storage and database
infrastructure make DESDM unique within the Gateway community.
The combination of ongoing nightly processing with dynamic community access adds a
further requirement influencing design and architecture.
Reaching the current level of performance has required adoption of a number of
techniques to minimize per user processing costs, transfer costs, and cognitive loads as
well as iterative refinement of portals, databases, ingest and query scripts, and science
analysis codes.
The remaining gaps in performance, robustness, and operability that must be addressed
to efficiently meet the DES Consortium’s needs for 5 years of continuous processing and
on-demand access to current and archival data have been identified and work is
underway to close them.
The experiences in DESDM in developing a data-intensive Science Gateway are expected
to be broadly applicable across domains as the challenges in balancing operational
processing and data use, providing sophisticated discovery and science characterizations
to reduce overall download sizes, providing efficient and usable interfaces to such data,
and supporting continuing cost-effective operations are intrinsic to data intensive
analysis.
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